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Tim McCoy was born in Saginaw, Michigan, but migrated to the west and settled on a ranch. The real scoop may be in the book Tim McCoy Remembers the West Tim Mccoy - About This Person - Movies & TV - NYTimes.com
Dec 25, 2012 - 57 min - Uploaded by FilmStreamOnlineTwo-Fisted Law is a 1932 American romantic B-Western film directed by. Starring Tim McCoy Tim McCoy Remembers the West book by Tim McCoy, Ronald. BOOK REVIEWS. 67. Democrat from Maine, was shot to death by colleague William. Graves, a Kentucky Whig, in a duel that virtually destroyed any tone. Two-Fisted Law John Wayne and Tim McCoy 1932 - Watch
Soon he was in front of the camera as MGM's answer to Tom Mix and Hoot Gibson. His wide-ranging autobiography reveals a gentleman and a gift for telling stories and for making friends with the famous and the obscure. In a new preface, Ronald McCoy provides a moving account of his father's last years, when they collaborated in the writing of Tim McCoy Remembers the West. Well remembered as a star of Western films in the 1920s and 1930s, Tim McCoy was also a working cowboy and rancher, a U.S. Cavalry officer and adjutant general of Wyoming, a performer in the Ringling Brothers and Barn This is the autobiography of Tim McCoy, a star of the old 1930s/1940s B western movies. But he was the real deal. Although born in Michigan, he wanted to be a cowboy, and around the turn of the century traveled out west and became one. In Wyoming he became interested in the Native Americans he met and ultimately became a blood brother of the Arapaho tribe. He was a staunch defender of Native Americans and their rights. He transitioned from being a go-between between Native Americans and film studios to being an actor. Tim McCoy was a Western star during the Silent Era; he served in the U.S. Army in both World Wars; he returned to Hollywood and starred in the 'Rough Riders' films with Buck Jones; and he pioneered a live daily television program co-starring Iron Eyes Cody. "Tim McCoy Remembers The West: An Autobiography" [1977] by Tim McCoy and Ronald McCoy http://www.amazon.com/Tim-McCoy-Remembers-West/dp/080323113X/ http://www.amazon.com/Tim-McCoy-Remembers-West-Autobiography/dp/0385127987/ 1988 Bison Books edition ISBN 0-8032-8155-2. "Col. Tim McCoy's The Silent Language of the Plains!"